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About This Game
GamePlay: Buy guns and ammo with gold. Kill nazis in town and try to survive as long as possible.
Features:
• FPS: NaziShootout is a first person shooter
• Guns: LugerP08, Thompson, Sten, Welrod, and more!
• Survive: Survive as long as possible in town from nazis
• $Gold: Used to purchase guns and ammo in town
• HardCore: No save/load, no hp or armor ui, and no checkpoints
• KillCount: Keep track of nazis killed
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Title: NaziShootout
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
crowgames
Publisher:
crowgames
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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nazi shootout steam
DO NOT GET THIS if you can't really do timed puzzles or if your computer is kind of slow. There is one timed puzzle that will
ruin your life. I was having a lot of fun up until the one timed thing. But the game just has ssoooo much lag.
Haven't been able to finish the game yet because of it, and I LOVE puzzle games like this. Sigh.
Another issue is that the puzzles can't really be passed unless you have it at very high texture quality, because you can't see
certain things you need to see without that quality.
Sad because there's a lot of good ideas here, it's just that they messed up by the game mechanics and such.. The one good thing
about this game would be the soundtrack everything else is trash.
Theres this annoying\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665delay when you jump from time to time when you jump and its 95% of
the reasons why I lose the run. Customization is half decent but after about an 1-1.5 hours you'll unlock all the customizations
and than collecting coins is useless.
There's really nothing else to this game it doesn't have anything that makes it feel special.. I got this game because I crafted a
90% off coupon for it, but I would have very much paid full price and more! Seriously fun just a few levels in, love the fact that
the free mode also comes with three different stages. Best indie game I've played in a long time.. Fun and addicting match 3
game with plenty of variation which requires some thinking and strategy unlike most other similar games. You have choices of
difficulty such as replaying each level to maximise points. It has great graphics and there are plenty of levels to keep you going..
Stear clear.
Team has been absent for a while now. I checked today and still no update.
This was another cash and grab and if the devs are reading this prove me wrong by coming back. If not you just prove my point.
-------------------------------------------------------------Edit
So the dev's are coming back so there is still a possibility for improvement for this game but until then my review will remain
negative. Hopefully it'll become a yes rather than a no but time will tell.
--------------------------------------------------------------Second edit
Its been over a month. This game is as dead as dico. The only thing alive are the people on the forums badgering over refunds
and how dead the game is.
-------------------------------------------------------------Third edit 1/27/2016
So the team is still working on this project, however due to the nature of how things have been, I will wait until the game is fully
released to create a new review.. My Puzzle Island strarts up in level 20 and there is no way to enter level 1 to begin the game!
How do I fix this ?. I haven't finished the game yet but I can say that this is a good game.
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It's awesome!!! Simple but hardcore gameplay and very cut graphiks. Can't even pick the zombie mode. It's a mess.. The game
has nice visuals in the sense that simplicity and neon like colors give it tron'esque feel to it but for some reason that very
graphics heats up my laptop a "bit" despite what requirements say.
I dislike the "hidden area" gimmick in the sense that while hidden areas are always nice... but they're not really hidden when
they are your main objective and in plain sight... also going through barely visible and overlapping "hidden" platforms was
unpleasant.
All in all if have excellent eyesight and like some tron like adventure give it a go.
I will go get my refund as my sight is not as good as to tolerate overlapping ghost platforms/areas (also I do not intend on
cooling my room down just so i can play the damn game without it shutting my laptop due to overheating...).. Nice game ....
however i wasnt able to find the details i mean it does not have a detailed economy ...may be next time. I found this to be a fun
match up game. Though I did find the controls to be a bit tricky to get a feel for at first and some of the challages like making
chains a challage. But once you get the feel for the game flow it's quite fun.
There is a bit of a pokemon feel to it as you do collect beasts which you fight with and each have their various skills and level
limits. Though I only played for a few hours I find it's a nice casual game easy to pick up and the various area challages easy to
do. The music is fair to listen to, I yet to find I want to turn it off though there's not much selection. Plus there's a fair bit of text
reading and the story line is a bit simple for my taste but not completely bland.
So if you liked puzzle quest then you will enjoy this game as well.. This is a good game i give it a 5 stars. Terrible motion
mechanics. I have never felt such terrible motion sickness before, essentially you are swinging yourself through zero gravity
which is jerky and makes you nauseous. I just completed the tutorial and couldn't go any further.... I've just played it for half an
hour but it's brutal.
Good pixel art and awesome music, very challenging game. Easy to learn, hard to master. Demons appear in waves so you need
to be careful in order to survive while using the evade button and shoot them the F down. Areas quickly become a threat while
you're progressing, as traps are being added to your typical things that want to kill you.
A really good arcade game.. Would be nice to be actually able to play it. I purchased it in a bundle with Bejeweled, Chuzzle D,
Peggle D and Plants/Zombies. Game gets to name registry and when I click what style I want to play, then hit 'play',...screen
goes black with the music still playing but NO GRAPHICS!. The only way to get out of the game is CAD, and restarting the
computer. WHEN IT WORKS this is a great game, but for the moment I'll have to give it a thumbs down.... Game definitely is
still in early access with it constantly crashing every 30 mins or so.
*What was the level "sitting bull" about?The berserkers were stuck in the floor lying on their backs and i used only archers, it
seemed like i was watching an execution.
*The level "snakes from above" has problems where the red units are spawned inside of buildings and are impossible to kill.
*In Sandbox mod the king texture glitches out and becomes black randomly.
*Priest vs Priest is the most exciting match you can watch.
*Units getting their weapons stuck on walls is a common issue and snakes also get stuck on walls constantly make levels
frustrating when all you have left are halflings. Units also have trouble walking across dead bodies.
*Game is has been vastly improved both gameplay and graphics wise from the closed alpha.
*Pretty smooth gameplay otherwise.
*I know its supposed to be a "silly game" and all but the AI is Ridiculously bad like the units will prioritize two enemies over the
20 units coming towards them in the ancient 1 map, even worse because the catapult is big and gets stuck in the hole so it
becomes useless it is extremely frustrating to watch these dumb pieces of shi
**Atleast it was not an april fools joke and was actually released on 1st april.
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WARNING!!: Game has almost half of the old units from the alpha missing and has only a few new units shown in videos by
LandFall. Im sure they will add it in future updates but for now you should still buy the game as the publishers seem promising?.
Also game is pretty buggy now.
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